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Early in the Covid-19 pandemic, the myGov website was overwhelmed by a demand surge from citizens seeking to 
rapidly access digital services. In 2016, the online Census (eCensus) suffered a series of relatively small distributed 
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. While they didn’t overwhelm the platform, the attacks ultimately resulted in the  
eCensus being taken offline.

What do these two examples have in common, and what lessons should we learn to ensure more robust digital 
government services?

To answer those questions, this paper will examine five points:
• The nature of the DDoS attacks
• The CIA (confidentiality, integrity and availability) triad model for digital security
• How to predict demand 
• How to respond to unpredictable demand 
• The structure of reliable data systems

Distributed denial of service attacks
DDoS attacks are a class of commonly used techniques that attempt to disrupt the operation of a digital service  
(the ‘denial of service’ part) by flooding it with malicious traffic from many different sources (hence ‘distributed’).

A DDoS attack can sometimes be difficult to distinguish from a genuine surge in demand, such as when the MyGov 
website was overwhelmed during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

During the 2016 eCensus, a series of relatively small DDoS attacks were the trigger for the service being taken offline, 
because the service wasn’t properly prepared for DDoS attacks.

For those who enjoy causing chaos and disruption, government services are attractive targets for DDoS attacks,  
as successful operations generate considerable notoriety and are relatively easy to mount. Such people may see the 
2021 Census as a high-value target, given the Census’s history.

Various types of DDoS attacks and their scale continue to increase. All government services need to be built with 
the expectation that they’ll be subject to DDoS attack. Different digital services could justifiably respond differently, 
depending upon the exact service they’re delivering: a warning map during a bushfire crisis must be constantly 
accessible, for example. But while downtime in the Australian Taxation Office online tax return system during peak 
periods is highly undesirable, it is probably better than data theft.

Robust defence requires incoming traffic be monitored for anomalies. Many different techniques can be used to 
control traffic, including filtering and blocking it by location or some other characteristic. There’s also a key role for 
cloud computing to provide the scalable capacity to intelligently deal with excess volumes of traffic.
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The CIA triad
A common thread in the myGov and eCensus events was an inability to deal with unexpected and unpredicted demand. This 
explainer looks at government digital service delivery through the lens of the CIA triad, with a particular focus on availability and 
coping with the challenge of unexpected demand. (This paper doesn’t examine the implications for digital services that aren’t 
citizen-facing or that deal with classified information.) 

A popular model for digital security, the CIA triad includes: confidentiality, integrity and availability.

• Confidentiality means data can be accessed only by authorised users.

• Integrity means data can’t be tampered with and is secure from loss or corruption.

• Availability means the service can be used when needed.

Government websites and services must be authoritative, so integrity is required of all government services. Confidential data 
must also be kept secure, although different services can differ widely in the amount of sensitive data they hold. Emergency 
services websites, for example, typically don’t hold sensitive data and are designed to share critical information in times of crisis. 
For those services, availability is extremely important because lives are literally at stake.

While this explainer focuses on availability, it should be noted that investment in resources needed to provide service 
confidentiality and integrity have historically required decisions that sometimes involved a trade-off with the availability of the 
digital service.

Predicting demand
Predicting demand for a government service is fraught.

Historically, governments have tended to provide services based upon a reasonable scenario and their ability to secure and 
provide resources in an ‘acceptable’ time frame. That disposition has led to either overinvestment or underinvestment in 
resources, depending on the political ramifications of incorrectly estimating resource needs.

Digital service delivery, until recent times, reflected that same conundrum. The need to provide sufficient capacity with 
appropriate confidentiality and integrity within financial constraints challenged service agencies and exasperated finance 
departments. When a crisis ensued, under-provisioning resulted in public discontent and political exposure. In the absence  
of a crisis, normal provisioning almost always overestimated demand, resulting in higher than necessary costs (Figure 1).
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Figure 1:  Different organisations can expect different patterns of demand

Some services can be reliably expected to have large peaks in demand at a known or predictable time:

• The eCensus has a set starting date and a large initial peak in activity that rapidly diminishes over time, and it needs to be 
available only for a predetermined period.

• The Australian Electoral Commission also has similar short-term surge requirements, although the preparation period may 
be far shorter than for the Census.

Some services are expected to have large surges in demand at unpredictable times. For example, emergency services expect  
large spikes in demand, but don’t know when they’ll occur or how long they’ll last.

Yet other services are expected to have relatively stable or seasonal fluctuations. For example:

• Centrelink or Medicare might be expected to have relatively constant demand over the year with perhaps some 
seasonal variation.

• The Tax Office’s myTax service has a peak quarter but also ongoing activity throughout the year.

During the 2016 eCensus, a series of relatively small DDoS attacks exposed a series of faulty configuration decisions in both DDoS 
protection and hardware configuration that ultimately resulted in the service being taken offline. Network monitoring metrics—
subsequently determined to be incorrect—appeared to show that data was being exported offshore, and management made 
the difficult decision to switch off access to the eCensus. The technology used wasn’t capable of responding flexibly to a surge in 
demand, and the eCensus didn’t have resilient and well-tested processes for failover (switching to a stand-by system). Developing 
resilient failure procedures should be standard, but in practice is difficult to do when systems are purpose built.
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In early 2020, as government-mandated lockdowns forced businesses to close and thousands found themselves without work 
and in need of social services, access to the myGov website spiked. Within hours, the online service ‘crashed’. The government’s 
technology was unable to respond to the demand surge. Once more, the underlying problem was the inelasticity of the technology 
infrastructure—an inability to bring on computing resources that could cater to the demand when needed.

Not all examples of demand asymmetry involve excess demand. The ‘waste’ of scarce public resources in circumstances in which 
demand is overestimated has a substantial opportunity cost for public services.

How to respond to unpredictable demand
Variability in demand is a fact of life. Worryingly, large demand surges most often occur during crises when availability is a 
high priority. Because crises are, almost by definition, unexpected, trying to model demand and then build services to cope is 
problematic. A service can be built to handle a crisis by including essentially wasteful overcapacity that’s not expected to be  
used in normal operation, but a service that’s built to handle modelled demand is almost guaranteed to fail in a crisis.

An alternative approach is to use technologies such as cloud services that remove the need to make assumptions about demand.

The Digital Transformation Agency’s Secure Cloud Strategy actively encourages the use of cloud computing services. One reason 
why the agency encourages the use of those services is ‘Agility: Cloud allows business areas to rapidly tune their resource usage 
based on demand, and eliminate the lead times that delay delivery.’2

The 2021 eCensus has been built on a cloud architecture,3 but, despite the identified benefits to the availability of government 
digital services from using cloud infrastructure and services, the current reality is that individual departments, responsible 
for delivering their own IT projects, continue to rely on many stovepiped, single-purpose projects that can’t deal with 
unexpected demand.

In addition to being unable to cope with unexpected peak demand, stovepiped delivery requires that each agency have its own 
pools of software expertise to both deliver and secure the different layers of its systems more or less independently.

That often involves duplication of effort and the evolution of silos of expertise that necessitate ongoing investment to maintain 
functionality and capacity. These human resources could be more efficiently shared in a pooled delivery or cloud model. The 2020 
Cyber Security Strategy notes that pooled delivery can make the best use of cybersecurity skills by encouraging the use of ‘secure 
hubs’.4  A significant advantage of such hubs of expertise is the ability to build a skill base inside the public service that’s both 
versatile and transferable. Building digital applications on a common infrastructure not only focuses resources on those aspects of 
service delivery that matter to citizens, especially the integrity and confidentiality of the application, but also allows resources to 
be shared beyond a single service.
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Layers of digital service delivery
Digital services are built using ‘layers’ of technology. Every service comprises layers of hardware and software that form a 
‘stack’ in which each higher layer is built upon a lower layer (Figure 2).

Figure 2:  Layers of service delivery and associated security skill 

Hardware is the fundamental layer and includes processors, data storage and networking equipment. An operating system 
‘layer’ runs on the hardware. It manages and orchestrates the various hardware components.

Various software ‘layers’ operate atop the operating system and contain the business logic that serves citizens, whether 
they’re filing Census questionnaires, lodging tax returns or claiming Medicare rebates.

Each layer in the stack needs to be secure, and secure services can’t be built upon insecure hardware or operating systems.

Different layers of the stack require different skills to secure them effectively and efficiently. Maintaining security is an ongoing 
process rather than a set-and-forget switch, particularly as you move ‘up the stack’. Software requires constant updates and 
patching, for example, to stay current as new vulnerabilities are discovered.

Conclusion
This paper has examined how the availability of government digital services can be achieved in the face of unpredictable demand. 
Historically, the ability to match investment in digital infrastructure with forecast demand has resulted in inefficient investment 
and, on occasion, poor service outcomes. The stovepiped model of infrastructure management for digital service delivery 
struggles to ensure availability during an unexpected crisis when availability is most important.

While the government has formally recognised the use of cloud services offers the best model for efficiently handling uncertain and 
varying demand while maximising the use of scarce security skills, there are still likely to be budgetary, skills and cultural issues 
that need to be addressed.
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Notes
1 Digital Transformation Agency, Secure Cloud Strategy, Australian Government, 2017, 4, online.
2 Australian Bureau of Statistics, ‘Appointment of Census digital and recruitment suppliers’, media release, Australian Government, 3 May 2019, online.
3 Department of Home Affairs, Australia’s Cyber Security Strategy 2020, Australian Government, 2020, online.

Acronyms and abbreviations
CIA confidentiality, integrity and availability
DDoS distributed denial of service

https://www.dta.gov.au/our-projects/secure-cloud-strategy
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs%40.nsf/mediareleasesbyCatalogue/4D95297065D18DA2CA2583EE0080A857
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/cyber-security-subsite/files/cyber-security-strategy-2020.pdf
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